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The Journal For New Zealand
Test Professionals
Hello again, welcome to Issue 3 of NZTester
Magazine and thanks to all for the great feedback
from Issue 2.
In this issue we have a brand new feature,
suggested to us by Dave Robinson, From the
TestToolBox. I duly invited Dave to kick it off
so have a read on page NN. The feature is intended
for NZTester readers to share experiences with
favourite test and support tools. These can be
simple utilities, screen capture tools, anything
that enable testers to perform duties with more
efficiency. Like everyone I have my favourites, I
use Snagit all the time for capturing screenshots
then adding my own comments and attaching to
defect logs.
We also have another great bunch of articles in
this issue—we hear again from Oliver Erlewein
and Andrew Robins and welcome Farid Vaswani,
Nele Nikovic and Richard Boustead to the fold.

You may also be aware that along with this issue
of NZTester, OZTester Magazine is launching in
Australia. We found that with so many subscribers
across the Tasman that it made sense to expand
our reach. Running an Australian magazine from
New Zealand didn’t really seem kosher despite the
fact that I have worked on and off in Australia for
many years. So I asked well-known Australian
testing personality Colin Cherry if he would take
on editor duties, which he has graciously agreed
to do. So now there’s a double dose of testing
publications in this neck of the planet. Click on the
link above to get to the OZTester website.
Anyway, we trust that you’ll enjoy this issue and as
always, feedback is
welcomed whatever the
content.
Keep well.
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NZTester Magazine Announcements
New NZTester Features

NZTester Survey

Following the addition of the From the TestToolBox
feature in this issue, we are pleased to announce
two new NZTester features from the next edition
onwards.

We’d like to know a bit more about your thoughts
on NZTester Magazine so we can continue to shape
it according to what you would like to see.
We’ve set up a short survey with SurveyMonkey,
mostly multiple choice questions which should take
no more than 4-5 minutes to complete.

The first will be a section entitled In the News and
we invite all NZTester subscribers to submit short
notifications of product releases, events, information
etc deemed newsworthy. Notifications should be no
more than 150 words and include text only ie. no
images, diagrams, charts, logos etc. Attaching an
email address for obtaining further information
is encouraged. Click above to submit.

We’d certainly appreciate you taking the time out to
complete this survey, the results of which we will
publish in the next edition of NZTester (July).
Click on the logo below to go straight to the survey.

The second feature will be Letters to the Editor
where subscribers are invited to write in to offer
comment, thought, insights etc. The best of these
will be printed in the next issue of NZTester. Again,
attaching an email address for others to respond
to is encouraged. Click above to submit.

WHY YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE
TO NZTESTER MAGAZINE:
Opportunity to submit to In the News, Kiwi
Test Teams, Letters to the Editor, From
the TestToolBox and Great Bugs We Have
Known and Loved.

Vote for your favourite article in
this edition of NZTester
Magazine.

Receive discounts on NZTester tutorials.

Send in your vote for the article you think
is the best in this issue and the winning
author will receive a $100 JBHiFi
voucher.

Receive discounts on future NZTester
events.
Be the first to receive NZTester and
Newsletters.

Send to ed@nztester.co.nz

For each issue, go into the draw to win a
respected testing reference. Choose from:

Last issue winner was Justin Partington
of Qual IT, well done. $100 JBHiFi
voucher will be on its way to you shortly.
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Lessons Learned in Software Testing Cem Caner, James Bach & Bret
Pettichord



Critical Testing Processes - Rex Black



A Practitioner’s Guide to Software Test
Design - Lee Copeland



Testing Computer Software - Cem
Caner, Jack Falk & Hung Q Nguyen

This issue’s interviewee is:

John Bunting
National Manager, Testing
Optimation, Wellington
Our interview this issue is with John Bunting, National custom-developed business applications. We use a
Manager, Testing at Optimation in Wellington. John
variety of approaches, including Risk Based Testing.
has also worked for Telecom, Bank of New Zealand and
In addition, we offer test consulting focused on some
Westpac Bank– Ed.
key business result areas:


NZTester: Can you please describe Optimation?

Removing waste in the test life-cycle

 Right-sizing the testing effort
Since we started out in 1992, Optimation has
 Evaluating current test effort and project
supported a Testing capability as an integral part of
Quality Assurance
the overall SDLC. We operate a National Testing
Practice with over 40 dedicated test professionals in
 Making the change to in-house Testing (how to
Auckland and Wellington, backed up by the expertise
manage IP and risks)
of the wider Optimation team. Our practice model
enables us to make significant investments in
 Tool selection – helping clients understand
developing our people, methodologies, thought
their requirements and what fits best
leadership, and governance. 80% of the Optimation
NZTester: What do you believe makes
Test team is ISTQB qualified, and the team is led by
Optimation different?
a strong core of highly experienced Test Directors
and Test Managers.
Overall, Optimation’s strategy is built around a
fundamental commitment to improving business
We offer a variety of delivery options (Managed
value for our customers. In the Testing practice,
Test Service, Test Consultancy, Managed Resource
we do this by focusing on reducing cost and waste
Services and Project Testing Services) and an
throughout the testing process and on improving
Optimation Test Framework that focuses on
Total Cost of Quality. We’ve developed the
delivering quality testing outcomes that are scaled
Optimation Test Framework as a proven approach
to the customer’s needs for both Quality and Risk
for achieving this. Our Test Framework is based on
profile. This enables us to provide testing capability
industry best practice, but I think the real value we
in a well-structured yet flexible way.
bring is our pragmatic approach. We don’t try to
We work across a range of industries including
shoehorn the same process and methodologies into
Government, Finance, Healthcare, Telco, and
every situation, but work closely with each of our
Utilities, with customers including Vodafone,
customers to identify the right testing priorities and
Housing New Zealand, the Department of Corrections strategy to deliver their specific business outcomes.
and the Medical Council of New Zealand.
Another key differentiator is that we don’t treat
NZTester: What services does Optimation offer?
Testing in isolation. Instead, our Total Cost of Quality
approach firmly places testing within the context of
We provide functional test planning and execution
the overall IT project or programme. We aim to align
across domains including ERP, data warehouse,
the Testing lifecycle with the client’s existing ICT
enterprise desktop, radio and telephony, and a
processes and SDLC, so that test activities are part of
variety of COTS (Commercial Off the Shelf) and
every stage of the development lifecycle rather than
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being left to the Testing phase. That means we can
identify and prevent or resolve defects as early as
possible, reducing overall cost and time to delivery.
We know from experience that some of the biggest
gains can be made in areas outside the direct control
of Testing – for example, by getting tighter business
requirements definition up front. That is where the
combined strengths and experience of Optimation
testers working with the wider Optimation team of
consultants, business analysts and developers can
deliver bigger gains for customers than Testing can
achieve in isolation.

effective as an alternative to in-house testing teams.
The recession and generally tighter budgets started
getting more and more companies to ask the question
‘should I test or should I fix in production?’ We have
to remember that not every company is a bank or a
huge government department that can’t afford to
take the reputational hit if a system has problems in
production. As an industry, if we don’t address the
cost and flexibility aspects of what we do, more and
more companies will start to answer the question
with ‘let’s fix it on the fly in production’. That is bad
for the testing industry as a whole.

NZTester: What do you think makes a Test
NZTester: Where do you believe NZ’s approach to
Manager or Analyst come to work for Optimation? testing is going well?
Optimation operates a robust practice structure that
stresses continuous improvement of practice-wide
capabilities, supported by sound methodologies,
processes, tools, and governance. That means our
people are working in a very collaborative
environment where everyone is always striving to
find better ways to do things. Test team members
are empowered – indeed, they’re expected - to help
shape and drive the practice development, so we can
offer smart, ambitious test professionals a lot of
opportunities to extend their knowledge and
experience. Optimation also has a well-defined
professional development and career planning
process, and we encourage all our people to
continuously upskill through participation in industry
events and seminars, by pursuing certifications and
so on. For example, one of our standard metrics is
that at least 80% of the Testing practice has ISTQB
foundation level certification, and we support people
to move up to Advanced and Expert levels.

There is a widening appreciation of the need to have
common standards and a training foundation such
as ISTQB. That is providing the industry with a much
better base of skilled resource and is bringing more
consistency in areas where people have perhaps
previously been self-taught or have been given the
testing role because they are the subject matter
expert. A related area of improvement is the growing
recognition of testing as a professional career.
NZTester: Where do you believe NZ’s approach
could improve?

I’ve already mentioned the need to make sure we
are pragmatic and flexible enough to scale what we
do to the needs of our customers. Another thing I
think we could improve on is aligning test objectives
more clearly with the business. This also applies to
ICT more generally, but we risk being too insular
and being seen as a bit ‘we know best’ if we aren’t
constantly ensuring that what we are doing is best
for the client or for our company, in the case of inIn addition, the breadth and depth of our testing
engagements and the varied ways we deliver testing house testing. As test leads and test managers, we
services mean our test professionals have no shortage need to talk to the business sponsor and make sure
we understand their goals and quality needs, then
of diverse and challenging work. Our testers also
really enjoy the opportunities they have to collaborate find a way to pragmatically deliver on those
outcomes.
and share knowledge with people in Optimation’s
other practices, because this gives them a broader
NZTester: Do you believe that overall the
perspective on how testing fits into the end-to-end
standard of testing in NZ is improving?
business application lifecycle.
NZTester: Where do you believe the challenges for Yes and no. Growing investment in formal training
and the general trend towards increased
NZ testing companies lay?
professionalism certainly give us a good grounding
We need to ensure we bring a pragmatic approach to for the industry in New Zealand to continue to
every engagement. If we don’t do that, as specialist
improve. But on the other hand, we need to be vigilant
testing providers, we will start to become less costabout not losing sight of the need to be practical and
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and to scale what we do for each client. That is so
important when you consider that most New Zealand
companies are not massive corporates with big
budgets and resources for testing. When people
become too ingrained in theory and in trying to
impose an ‘ideal process’ on every engagement, we
risk losing that perspective.
NZTester: Where do you believe the next
initiatives in testing lay? What’s coming next? In
NZ? Internationally?
We have a challenge now with test tools, which need
to become more adaptable. Instead of enforcing a
rigid process, they need to enhance speed of delivery.
Traditional automation and playback tools haven’t
done that, but I think we are very quickly going to
see a number of test tool developers coming up with
smart new ways to speed up the testing delivery
process. On another front, I think we are going to see
the rise of the pragmatic tester: someone who has
well-developed skills, knowledge, and certifications
in formal testing processes, but who is able to design
approaches to testing and to effectively align testing
to business outcomes.

all done it at some point in our careers – is to let
ourselves be pushed by a project manager or project
sponsor who is driving the project to go live. When
we are too conciliatory or we play with priorities to
suit political goals, all that happens is we end up with
critical issues in production.
Many thanks John. I believe the situation you mention
in your final paragraph is still all too common in this
neck of the woods. I’m not 100% sure what the answer
is however there are certainly divides to be crossed on
this count - Ed.

NZTester: Do you have a testing horror story
to share?
My favourite testing horror story is actually a classic
example of some of the issues and challenges I
mentioned previously. It involved a very large
corporate undertaking a huge test effort over many
months for the replacement of their core client facing
application. At the final go-no go session before the
production trial, Testing set forward our test findings
along with some recommendations and flags on
several areas of concern. By the end of the production
trial, none of the issues we’d raised had been
addressed or proven. The result was that when the
new system went live, the application ended up in
situation management for several months, and cost
the company probably half as much again as the
original development.
The lesson learned is that, while we all know testing
is critical to project success, to be successful, Testing
needs to make sure its voice is heard. We need to be
willing to stand up and give those harsh assessments
and not be too conciliatory in order to try and meet
project or go-live deadlines. We need to be really
honest and clear about the risks of not addressing
the gaps we uncover – that is Testing’s role. The
worst thing we testers can do – and I’m sure we’ve
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The Tester - to the tune of Kenny Roger’s The Gambler
On a warm summers eve
On project bound for nowhere
I met up with a tester
We were both too tired to sleep
So we took turns staring
Out the window at the coders
The boredom overtook us
And he began to speak
He said son I’ve made a life
Out of testing people’s software
Knowing where the bugs were
By the way they rolled their eyes
And if you don’t mind my saying
I can see you’re out of ideas
For a taste of your diet coke
I’ll give you some advice
So I handed him my coke can
And he drank down my last swallow
Then he grabbed my test plan
And asked me for a light
And his lips fell deathly quiet
And his face lost all expression
Said if you’re to test the software boy
You gotta learn to test it right
CHORUS
You got to know when to flog ‘em
Know when to log ‘em
Know when to walk away
Know when to run
You never count test cases
While you’re sitting at the table
There’ll be time enough for counting
When the testing is done
Every tester knows
That the secret to surviving
Is knowing what to throw away
And knowing what to keep
‘Cos every apps a winner
And every apps a loser
And the best thing you can hope for
Is that you test in your sleep
When he’d finished speaking
He turned back toward the window
Crushed out my testing plan
And faded off to sleep
And somewhere in the project
The tester he broke even
And in his final words I found
A test plan I could keep
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When
Kenny
Was a
Tester

Product vs. Project
Testing
by Nele Nikovic

Let’s first distinguish the major
differences between a product and
a project environment by quickly
defining what they actually are:

both of these environments,
working with project and product
managers, using various
methodologies, tools, release
and deploy plans, and being part
of different team sizes and
project sizes.

from telecommunications to travel,
to insurance businesses, doing Web
-based application testing. Even
though there weren’t any sprints/
cycles, the projects were broken
Being engaged in a project, one’s
down into phases with daily stand‘assignment’ would most often
ups, estimation sessions,
be temporary, lasting until the
retrospectives, definitions of done,
product comes to a close (gets
My first product environment
etc., so we looked like an Agile
deployed, contract ends, etc.).
involved large-scale testing of
team, but weren’t quite. As I was
The product’s history is usually
corporate printing solutions for
working in a project environment,
non-existent or, at best, any
servers, clients and iMFPs using
I would either be doing system
knowledge attained of the
executables provided on Microsoft
testing, system integration testing
proposed project is minimal.
platforms. Our testing methodology
or user acceptance testing. My area
Using SDLC as a wide spectrum,
at the time was Waterfall with the
of responsibility was therefore a
a tester is often involved in specific size of the project being 8 months
lot smaller compared with the
parts of the project only, mainly
incorporating a strict release
end-to-end testing performed in
having ownership of a particular
deadline. With the emergence of
my previous role in a product
type of testing (functional,
Agile testing methodology in New
environment. In some instances,
integration, BAT, etc.) rather
Zealand, we opted to adopt it and
even the test scripts were written
than being involved in the
made a transition to it, pretty
by someone else, so all that was
whole process.
much overnight. The main reason
left to do was their execution. The
for this decision was to allow for
benefit of doing a sole testing
In comparison, with the release
more accurate estimation and,
function like this was the
of a product or its latest version,
therefore, a smoother deployment.
proficiency gained in
upgrade, hotfix, etc., the previous
It also enabled us to have a
understanding the area being
history of documentation is
sustainable competitive advantage
tested, which resulted in complete
usually preserved, and knowledge
by having the option to release
ownership of it. We reported to
of that product is also available
after each ‘sprint’, if needed.
the project manager. The size of
via the test case execution of its
Our main point of contact was the
each project varied from 6 to 8
previous releases.
product manager who was also
months and the team size was
acting as a BA resource, but it was
Another major difference is
usually 3-4 testers.
the QA manager whom we
between the function of the
reported to with analytics. The
Fast forward to the present day
product manager and the project
team consisted of 3-4 testers.
and my role in Trade Me; I am
manager. The latter would focus
working in a fast-paced
on the tactics and the team’s needs,
My next job was in a consultancy
environment (deploy/release
whereas the product manager
company – one of the largest
daily) and am involved in various
would mainly be concerned with
companies in New Zealand. This
sized projects using Agile or
the needs of customers, i.e.
was strictly a project environment.
Kanban methodology depending on
internal (project) vs. external
I was involved with four different
what is being tested. I report to
(product) focus.
projects (across four different
various HODs/POs/PMs doing endDuring my testing career, I’ve been companies) in two years, ranging
to-end testing from project
fortunate to have been involved in
initiation to deploy and release.
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Communication and, therefore,
collaboration are highly
emphasized and the number one
priority at Trade Me is to remain
adaptable as we are judged and
measured by how we act when
something goes wrong. It becomes
imperative to have the flexibility
and the freedom to try various
testing approaches in order to
have a smooth pre- and postdeploy process.
Through the examples above,
some core similarities are evident,
such as the methodology used,
team size and project size. The
main difference was the team’s
lead structure (QA manager vs.
project manager), the domain
responsibilities (end-to-end vs.
specific testing type) and the
testing process (platform vs.
Web-based).
One aspect of my experience that
stands out for me was the so-called
Agile methodology used across all
of the environments, which often
seemed more like a fashion
statement (‘we’re using Agile!’)
rather than a rule-based testing
approach. The advantage, in my
opinion, of the project
environments I’ve worked in is
that they have tailored Agile to suit
their business and/or teams rather
than implementing the full, by-thebook Agile process. I felt that the
overnight change of methodologies
(Waterfall to strict Agile) I
experienced while working in a
product environment adversely
impacted the people and therefore
the process and product’s quality
in the end.

analogy of ‘zone defense’ that
coaches tend to use. Zone defense
is known to be the easiest
coachable defense and can be
applied to almost any team. All
that’s needed is an old coaching
book with a few simple defensive
rules. However, in a situation
where you have players possessing
a particular skill-set (e.g., speed,
communication), but you still opt
to use that static zone defense, in
most coaching circles this is
considered as lazy coaching.
In order to maximise the team’s
potential by utilising each player’s
ability, defensive engagements
have to be structured or, better
said, -tailored- to suit the team’s
defensive needs in order to shut
down the opponent. Only then,
can one hope to have a quality
game (or product) and a winning
record.
In other words, rather than
blindly following the market
trends, adapting the strategy to
the resources and/or personnel
available should increase the
chances of a successful project.
To conclude, I must say that none
of the testing environments I have
worked in were ever the same
nor even similar. This has allowed
me to expand the spectrum and
explore testing to the fullest
knowing that there is always
something new around the corner.
That is precisely the reason why
I enjoy being a tester.
Nebojsa Nele Nikovic is a Test
Analyst at Trade Me in
Auckland. He can be contacted
at nele@trademe.co.nz

I’d like to iterate my last point by
going slightly off course. As I am
a basketball coach, besides being
a day-time tester, I’ve noted a
correlation to the above in the
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Editor’s comment:
For our overseas readers, Trade
Me is New Zealand’s equivalent
of eBay. It is one of our country’s
success stories having grown
from humble beginnings to now
being part of a large
corporation.
Nele raises some interesting
points here. I cannot count the
number of times I’ve been in a
conversation with another Test
Manager, sharing war stories et
al and wondering why I haven’t
quite understood where my
colleague has been coming from.
Then at the same time, we both
fall in to the fact that he is
working in product environment
(or Business-As-Usual) and I, at
the time, have been running
testing within a project or
programme of work . This
situation highlights the fact that
different approaches for each
are usually required and what
works for one may not necessary
work for the other. It also serves
to emphasise the fact that one
test approach does not fit all and
strategically we have to
determine the best strategy for
the situation at hand. –Ed.
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From the TestToolBox
by David Robinson

A while ago I came across a tool called qTrace by
QASymphony (http://www.qasymphony.com/
qtrace-overview.html). qTrace is a screenshot tool
that records somewhat like a video recorder by
capturing your actions, mouse clicks and data entry.
To use, simply click record and select the
application(s) to be recorded. Then perform the test
steps within the application and click stop when
you’re done. While recording there’s nothing special
required, simply use the application as you would
normally. You will then be presented with the
screenshots captured from your actions, clicks and

data entry. qTrace also provides an editor where
screenshots can be manipulated with tools such as
crop, annotate and obfuscate. Text notes can also be
added. The output can be then be saved as either a
Microsoft Word of Adobe Acrobat file. The entire
process is much quicker and far less cumbersome
than basic copying and pasting manually into a
Word document.
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qTrace also provides integration with a large range
of defect tracking tools and it’s easy to attach
recorded test steps to a defect. The only limitation
with the free version is the maximum of three
uploads per day. It also has the usual
advertisements on the bottom right corner of the
screen although these do not appear in the output).

I strongly recommend checking out qTrace, its free
and as testers, we are always looking for faster ways
to document and reproduce defects and test cases
(at least we should be!).
Dave Robinson is an experienced test analyst. He
can be contacted at dave@karit.geek.nz
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The Very Latest Software
Development Infographic
(bye bye swings and trees)

Reproduced with the kind permission of Sandra & Woo (www.sandraandwoo.com)
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Go Get That Job!
by Farid Vaswani

All the good testing managers that I know of
approach the process of recruitment quite
positively. They see it as an opportunity to ‘get
some new blood’, a fresh set of ideas and new skill
sets into the team – overall, they see the prospect
of adding a new paradigm to the team. But, from
experience, I’ve sometimes seen good candidates
hampering their chances of scoring an interview.
What we will see in this article is how you, as a
candidate, can play your part in making the process
easier for managers and at the same time increase
your chances of getting an interview.

technologies mentioned. And if you have
experience in any of those, then make them
stand out. Emphasise them by changing the
font or putting them on a different line.

Every manager wants to recruit the best person.
If you think that’s you, the only challenge is how to
portray this in your CV. You might be great at your
work, you might be good in interviews, but the first
hurdle is always getting the interview. And the main
tool you have at your disposal is your CV. Yes, your
CV! Some (sensible) usage of social media may add
value, but your CV is the formal document that you
first submit to the employer that summarises all
your experiences.



Tools and technologies: Just mentioning them
in your CV with bold characters is not enough;
include a one-liner to describe ‘your’ personal
experience of using them. What was your
input into selection, implementation or overall
usage of the tool? How expert are you in that
tool or technology?



Filename: The filename for a CV is also quite
important. Here are some examples that may
set an inappropriate impression or may just
create extra work for the manager. Remember,
we are trying to make it easier for them so
they have more time to actually read your CV.


Cover letter: If including a cover letter, keep
it short and simple. Never overdo praise for the
employer’s company. Do not repeat anything
as-is from the CV to the cover letter. A cover
letter is to show your interest for the role and
gives an opportunity to show why YOU should
be considered.

myCV.doc: Managers receive hundreds
of CV and if they are organised, they
will be storing them all on a centralised
file system. And, obviously, if the
filename is something like myCV.doc,
they have to rename it by adding your
name for future identification. Always
have your name in the filename.



Customise your CV: Review and understand
the job description or the job ad thoroughly.
Try to read into it, between the lines,
everywhere. Note down any tools and

JohnSmith_v23.134.doc: A version
number in the filename? The
impression this gives me at least is
that you have a different version for
every job you’ve applied for.



JohnSmith_CompanyName.doc: Adding
a company is sometimes actually a
good thing, provided you have really

Let us look at some basic tips for preparing and
submitting a CV.
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customised your CV as mentioned
earlier. Yes, the reader can easily
establish if the CV has been customised
to the role or not.


employer does not have a budget for agency
fees and is just ignoring your CV.
So, next time you are looking for a job, make sure
to apply some, or all, of these points. I cannot
guarantee this will get you an interview, but it will
surely increase your chance of getting one.
Presentation does matter. All the best in your
job search.

Cinderella_CV.doc: Always have your
legal name, the name used in your CV,
as a filename. It makes it easy to crossreference to the Human Resources
system. You may choose to have your
nickname in the filename as well.



Skills matrix: I personally prefer to see
them. All your experience on various tools
and technologies in one simple, tabular
format denoted by ‘years of experience’ and
‘personal ratings’. Mind you, you have to be
very clear when to use a skill in this matrix
and when not to. For example, PHP. Include
PHP when you have ‘coded’ using PHP.
Testing PHP would be included as a skill in
‘Testing Web-apps’.



Manual vs. automation tools: Never have
them in the same sentence. Referring to them
this way makes the manager think you don’t
know which is which.



All Blacks: Font colour – I always prefer
black. Blue is acceptable for hyperlinks. But I
have seen some CVs use hard-to-read colours
like light-grey in some paragraphs.



Referees: People tend to not include referees
in the CV. I recommend including them,
especially when these are your ex-managers
or seniors. It sets a positive impression
straight away.



Recruitment agents: If a job has been listed
by an employer, then apply for it directly
rather than going through an agent. But if
you do apply through an agent, make sure
they have forwarded your CV, as they could
be slack.



Last important point: If the job you applied
for through an agent is re-advertised, then
apply again, but this time directly to the
company in question. It is possible that the

Farid Vaswani is a Technical Test Lead at Air
New Zealand in Auckland. He can be contacted
at fvaswani@gmail.com
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Kiwi Test Teams
Gareth Dunne and the Test
Team from Yellow NZ,
Auckland

Back Row:
Mark Goldthorp, Paula
Fitzgerald, Jerry Li
Front Row:
Soujanya Bachu, Monika
Sharma, Gareth Dunne,
Roger Byers

Does this get you thinking? If so, drop
me a line at ed@nztester.co.nz with
your thoughts and we’ll publish the best
ones in the next NZTester issue - Ed.
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Testing Trade Me
by NZTester Staff Writer

A visit to Trade Me on Auckland’s
Parnell Rise on a warm March
Monday afternoon provided me
with interesting insight on how to
maintain a high degree of software
quality in a fast paced, rapidly
changing and I’m sure never
dull, environment.
My hosts, Nele Nikovic (Senior
Test Analyst), Richard Simes
(Development Lead) and via video
conference Sean Cresswell (Test
Lead) from Wellington HQ were
all keen to share their experiences
of the above. As I have tried to
“break” Trade Me a few times
over the years and have been
none too successful apart from
the odd minor glitch, I was as
keen to listen.

An ethos of strong collaboration
and communications between
team members ensures that all
hands are brought to the pump
quickly and there’s no back off
from anyone until the fix is in
Production and working,
regardless of what time of night
or hour of the morning it is.
In project-land at least, there are
often divides between business
analysis, development and test
teams and while Sean added that
“it ain’t always roses” at Trade Me,
the level of co-operation has to be
high in order to respond as fast
they do. Richard even used the
word “love” when describing the
rapport between the development
and test teams!

it’s not going anywhere. I’m sure
that anyone who has been around
testing for more than a few years
will have encountered situations
where software is migrated to
Production despite the caveats
and where necessary, protests
from the test team. Sean pointed
out at this point that this
responsibility is not taken lightly
by the test team and is one that is
respected by the wider business.
Trade Me is currently looking into
expanding its use of automated
test tools. With the an intent to
move towards a more agile-type of
development process, automation
will be key for regression testing.
A disaster recovery process has
already been automated using

As one can imagine operating a
100% public-facing, online auction
site and responding quickly to
issues arising, is a high-pressure
ask. Trade Me migrates to the
Production environment twice
daily and has to do so by stealth
as any obvious changes could
easily interrupt auction processes.
Can you imagine being just about
to win that Bugatti Veron or 24carat diamond ring on a no-reserve
auction for $100 only to have a
software update come along and
foul it for you as soon as you
refresh to ensure that you’re
still the highest bidder?
Nele mentioned that some issues
are remedied within the hour of
their discovery (depending of
course on priority) and proceeded
to paint a picture of very tightly
coupled development, operations,
database analysis and test teams.

The other initiative that caught
my ear is that Sean, as Test
Manager, has firmly planted the
test team as the “gatekeepers” for
Production releases. In short, if
the test team doesn’t sign it off,
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Robot Framework with Selenium.
Trade Me’s test analysts are
mostly non-technical so Rider has
been used to sit above Robot and
provide the ability to generate
keyword and data-driven test
scripts that are fully transportable

across the different recovery areas. As well as the Business-as-Usual
(BAU) activity, Trade Me also
For defect management, Trade Me
operates Project and Mobile
currently uses Fogbugz however
teams and while these teams are
an integrated test management
not required to release as regularly
system is on the horizon as with
as BAU, the same collaborative

Nele meets me at the entrance to Trade Me’s Auckland premises
14 test analysts, it is recognised
that the test team needs to be
able to trace requirements, test
cases and defects through the
lifecycle. Such a system will also
assist the developers and
database analysts more easily
access all information required
and improve test re-use and
estimation. Test scripts are
currently held in Excel and again,
Trade Me is well aware that
getting these into an integrated
system as well will complete the
loop.

approaches are deployed with
project lengths ranging from one
week to 6 months.
All in all, I came away from Trade
Me suitably impressed by the
ability to release so regularly
without significant levels of defects
and those that do sneak through
are addressed quickly and
efficiently.
Thanks to Nele for arranging and
Sean, Richard and Nele for hosting
the visit (and for the t-shirt).

With a ratio of 3-to-1 developerto-tester ratio,, Trade Me is
reasonably well placed when
compared to other New Zealand
organisations however recognises
that in order respond to issues and
new feature requests that it may
need better industry averages.
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A Measurement Mindset A Useful Testing Tool!
by Andrew Robins

Measurement seems like a pretty dry topic. But let
me share a guilty secret – I love talking about the
power of measurement. I love understanding what
measurements can tell me and finding interesting
new ways to apply them to get real information
about the things I test.
Let me be clear – I understand the limitations of
measurements. Often the things that we measure
are just questionable surrogates for the properties
that we are really interested in. We need to
understand the validity (or otherwise) of our
measurements. Also, I will contend that if we treat
measurements merely as test cases with results
(in range or out of range), we can lose vital context.

 Is the radio monitoring a single channel or

scanning many channels. If the latter, how many
channels are we scanning? And what form of
scanning are we using?
 Are we transmitting via a repeater or operating

in direct mode. If using a repeater, how is it
configured?
 Do we need to validate signalling on a channel

before opening the radio mute. If so, what sort
of signalling do we need to validate?
If I look at this scenario as a test case to be executed:
 I might write down a test purpose, ‘Test that the

These factors make measurement a tricky business
for testers, but it still plays an integral part of the
testing process.

radio will unmute within 30ms on receipt of a
valid signal’. (Look at the value I have added!)
 Because of the list of influencing factors above, I

Consider the following statement: ‘The radio will
unmute within 30ms on receipt of a valid signal’ as it
applies to a standard conventional analogue radio.
In this instance, one used by fire fighters. Unmute
time is definitely a valid thing to measure as this is
a characteristic that is of vital importance to the
end user. A fire ground commander transmitting the
message, ’Don’t go up onto the first floor’ is going to
be pretty keen on fire fighters hearing the first word
she speaks.

would establish some preconditions with a set of
empowered stakeholders and document these
preconditions accordingly. E.g., ‘The radio is
operating in direct mode, monitoring a single
channel with no sub-audible signalling configured
on the channel. Squelch is set to Country and noise
detection is set to SINAD’.
 I would then execute my test. As I know I only

have to measure one thing, I don’t care too much
about establishing a really efficient way of
measuring unmute time. Any method is
acceptable.

So, is this a test case that we are going to execute or
is this a measurement that we are going to take?
And is it useful to make a distinction?
There are many factors that influence the delay
between a signal being transmitted from one
radio and audio coming out of another radio.
Some questions we need to ask are:

 Next, I would report my result, such as, ‘The

radio passed test case Unmute_001’ – in the full
knowledge that virtually no one will actually
bother to read my test or take time to
understand the preconditions that I have
established in taking this measurement.

 What is the signal strength and the noise

detection algorithm that we are using on
that radio?
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If I look at the same scenario as a measurement to
be taken:






features, such as scan rate for different types of
channel scanning and with different numbers of
channels, or sub-audible signalling performance
with different sub-audible modems. Add a
repeater into the mix and you can start measuring
total audio delay through the system as well as
noting how various repeater configurations can
affect it.

I would identify a need to measure unmute
time, such as, ‘I need to measure unmute time.
I expect that the radio will unmute within 30ms
of receiving a valid signal’. I would then scratch
my head and add, ‘under some set of conditions
which are yet to be determined’.

In all of these scenarios, it is the context in which
the measurement is taken that gives it its relevance.
Our attention is appropriately directed to ’what
this measurement tells us’ rather than just
recording a test result.

Because of the list of influencing factors
above, I would establish some preconditions
with a set of empowered stakeholders and
document these preconditions accordingly.
E.g., ‘I will measure this while the radio is
operating in direct mode, monitoring a single
channel with no sub-audible signalling
configured on the channel. Squelch is set to
Country and noise detection is set to SINAD.’

Given the obvious utility and relevance of this
measurement, a clear case can be established to
automate the process. Once you do that, you can
add a reliability dimension to your testing as well.
As you have probably guessed by now, this is a
real world example, and a relatively simple one.
Hopefully, I have demonstrated to you some of the
benefits a measurement mind set can offer.

I would then take my measurement. Because
my focus is on thinking of this test as a
measurement process, I am more likely to
focus on the measurement method. I am going
to want this to be robust, accurate (enough)
and efficient. I am also going to want to be
able to offer some sort of proof that my
measurement method is valid.



I would then report my measurement result.
This could be stated as, ‘I measured that while
the radio is operating in direct mode,
monitoring a single channel with no sub-audible
signalling configured on the channel , and while
squelch is set to Country and noise detection is
set to SINAD, the unmute time was 12ms on
receipt of a valid signal’.



I would then add, ‘In order to establish
confidence in the measurement method, I
measured unmute time under a range of
different conditions with the results listed
below. As expected, measured unmute time
varies considerably depending on …’

The question now for you is, ’How could you use it?’
Andrew Robins is a Test Manager with Tait
Radio Communication in Christchurch. He can
be reached at andrew.robins@taitradio.com

So, let’s assume that I have considered this
scenario as a measurement problem and that I have
established a robust method of measuring unmute
time. What else can I now measure?
Trick question! You can still only measure unmute
time, but you can credibly use unmute time as a
surrogate measure for a whole range of other radio
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Testing
Events

The Pinheads
Early one morning in the IT Projects dept....
Hey
I need a test
estimate for
my project?

I estimate
$4,987,267.93

Um....OK

OK...um hang
on, you don’t
That makes two of us!

know anything about
my project
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Once the topic gathering
was over, it was voting
time. Everyone could
come up and “tick” the
topics they’d like to hear
more about. Max one tick
per card but you could
tick as many cards as you
liked. As you can imagine
this is even more chaotic.
At some stage, the marking subsides, and now the
day can be planned.....BY EVERYONE!

CITCON Sydney
2013
by Oliver Erlewein

At the beginning of
February, I headed over
to Sydney to attend CITCON
ANZ 2013. CITCON (spoken
KITKON) stands for Continuous Integration and
Testing Conference. The last time I took part in
one was in 2010, when it was held in Wellington.
Already back then I was sold on this conference
style. Just imagine a conference that is selforganising! And here is how it works...

By this time PJ & Jeff have handed over the control
of the conference to us attendees - and only us! We
were all responsible for making it a success (or not).
It sounds a bit scary but it actually works amazingly
well. People go up to the board and sort topics
together, shift them according to interest into
bigger and smaller rooms, try and make topical
day tracks from them or bring in some personal
aspect. This planning and re-planning actually
takes place throughout the conference day too, so
a constant eye on the schedule is advisable.

The conference is held over two days, but the
actual conference is only one day. The evening
before the conference day is used to get to know
the 100+ attendees and to define the conference
contents. The MCs and creators of CITCON are Paul
Julius and Jeffrey Frederick. They have a unique
way of guiding you and your fellow attendees
through the procedure. After all the introductions
are done, you are asked to come up with potential
topics on post-its and one-by-one present them to
all before putting them up on the roster. Apparently
down-under we have a reputation for being the
noisiest while this happens (probably because at
this point alcohol gets added to the eclectic mix).

On the day itself, people scatter quickly to the
tracks they want to participate in. One golden rule
(and I think the only real CITCON rule) is, that you
use your two feet. If you want to change tracks or
get a beer/juice, do so, whenever you feel like it.
There is no reason to stay where you are, and
presenters/participants shouldn’t feel offended by
you getting up and leaving.
If you find yourself in a track, usually the person(s),
who suggested the topic will start the discussion
off. It starts with something like “I need to know
more about the topic and have no clue so please
can we discuss it?” or someone giving a 15 min
intro to the topic in all detail. Unlike the (X)WST
workshops, there is no controlled discussion style
and the discussions evolve as they are needed.
That means that from track to track the experiences
are wildly different. So far I have never been
disappointed by a track.
With a whole bunch of testers attending this
conference had more of a testing lean. I visited
mostly the more testing related tracks.

The roster is just a table showing the track times

Anne-Marie Charrett was 1st off the rank with a fun
hour of testing/exploring her BigTrack robots.

In Sydney the conference was held at the Atlassian
(www.atlassian.com) premises, and we had 5
separate rooms and 5 tracks throughout the day.
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in the room. The topics mutated through a whole
string of presentations. It was absolutely fun and
very interesting to see everyone take the essence and
throwing it out there. I’m sure this is not the last we
have seen of this type of session.
At the end of the day PJ & Jeff took the lead again and
gave the whole event a solid ending with another
check-out by everyone. It was all definitely worth the
trip! I found it amazing that nearly 10% of attendees
came from New Zealand.
CITCONs are mostly financed through the Open
Information Foundaition (OIF) and company
sponsorships so you are not required to pay for the
attendance though you can donate if you so wish. The
next CITCON will be in February 2014 in Auckland.
See you there!

Some tests for the BigTrack and rules found
This was heaps of fun, and I learned a lot about how
different testers tackle a given problem. Makes me
wonder, if assigning one tester to a task is actually
ever a good idea. This was followed by “Testing vs
Checking”, which was my topic. It was interesting
to discuss this with a room full of testers and
developers. Generally the feel was, that the
differences were understood and the discussion was
around semantics and who was slated to be doing
what.

For more information see http://www.citconf.com.
Get on to the mailing list, especially if you want to
sponsor, contribute a venue or be a volunteer.

“Jeff is angry at silo thinking and DevOps isn't
helping” was probably the best presented
presentation I attended. His rant was around how we
are missing the opportunity to really cooperate and
help each other, thinking of others, and being more
accepting of new and important input from left field
in order to deliver better projects. IT is still
dominated by silos, even in Agile projects. The
ensuing discussion was “vivid” to say the least, and
would have probably gone on till the wee hours if we
hadn’t been kicked out by the next track.

PJ and Jeff kick CITCON off

Another interesting track was “Testing Lightning
Talks”. I only got to it at the tail end but it was a
melee of quick-fire 60sec presentations by everyone

Oliver Erlewein is a Wellington-based Test
Consultant. He can be reached at
oliver.erlewein@gmail.com
Some headed straight for the pool room
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Great Bugs We Have
Known and Loved
by Richard Boustead

We have a comedy of errors for this Management Wanted It There.
issue. Sometimes the truth really is
Psychological support, maybe?
stranger than fiction! - Ed.
I logged it as an issue in my Test
Once is happenstance, twice
Report and left it at that.
coincidence, three times is
A few months later, I was asked
pushing it. Once, I was asked to
to test the DR Button. Apparently
take over testing on an internal
there was now code behind it. The
application simply known as,
specifications said it was basically
‘The Troublemaker’. There may
a ‘Save As’ button that pointed to
have been some acronym for its
another drive. That seemed fair
actual name, but its nickname was
enough. I remember supposing
well-earned. It was a Java-based
it could be a form of Disaster
management application and had
Recovery. I was half-right.
developed a reputation for
causing some testing headaches.
I ran my first script and just as
I was moved onto handling The
I pressed the button, there was a
Troublemaker when the regular
power cut. Computers, lights,
test analyst escaped to another
phones, the whole lot went down.
project. I was warned quite
Eventually the problem was
explicitly about the ‘DR Button’.
diagnosed as an overloaded phase
DR was a legacy feature about
and was fixed, but by this time, it
which no-one could give a straight was getting close to 5pm. I decided
answer on what it did or why it
I had enough time to repeat the
was there. Or even what its
test. A few seconds after hitting
acronym stood for. Documentation the button again, a small
simply mentioned its existence.
earthquake struck. Just a small
The only other reference to its
rattle and barely measuring 3 or
function was on a single test script 4, but enough to make me eye the
that said, ‘Step 7: Press DR Button’. button warily.
Even the last test analyst wasn’t
The next day was overcast with
sure of its function, only that
very dark grey skies. I trudged
‘management wanted it in there’.
into work and decided to run the
The most remarkable part is that
second script. The moment I
the DR Button did not appear to
clicked the button, a bright flash
do anything. A check with the
lit up the windows and a booming
programmer confirmed this
peal of thunder echoed through
finding – the functionality of
the city. Nothing more than
button wasn’t even coded. But
coincidence, but it was enough
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to get the button definitively
labelled as the Disaster Button.
My documentation for those
scripts now includes the
comment, ‘Press if you Dare’.
We’re still here, so apparently the
Button hasn’t been updated since.

Richard Boustead is a Test
Analyst at Statistics New
Zealand in Christchurch. He
can be contacted at
richard.boustead@stats.govt.nz

And now it’s your turn…
If you would like to be involved with and/or
contribute to future NZTester issues, you’re
formally invited to submit your proposals to me at
ed@nztester.co.nz
Articles should be a minimum of ½ A4 page at
Cambria 11pt font and a maximum of 2 A4 pages
for the real enthusiasts. If you wish to use names
of people and/or organisations outside of your
own, you will need to ensure that you have
permission to do so.
Articles may be product reviews, success stories,
testing how-to’s, conference papers or merely
some thought-provoking ideas that you might

wish to put out there. You don’t have to be a great
writer as we have our own staff writer who is
always available to assist.
Please remember to provide your email address
which will be published with your article along
with any photos you might like to include (a
headshot photo of yourself should be provided
with each article selected for publishing).
As NZTester is a free magazine, there will be no
financial compensation for any submission and the
editor reserves the sole right to select what is
published and what is not.
Please also be aware that your article will be proofread and amendments possibly made for readability.
And while we all believe in free speech I’m sure, it
goes without saying that any defamatory or
inflammatory comments directed towards an
organisation or individual are not acceptable and
will either be deleted from the article or the whole
submission rejected for publication.

Feedback

Seapine Software

8

Assurity Consulting

12

Cognizant

14

Activate

16

Catch Software

20

Seapine Software
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NZTester is open to suggestions of any type, indeed
feedback is encouraged. If you feel so inclined to tell
us how much you enjoyed (or otherwise) this issue,
we will publish both praise and criticism, as long as
the latter is constructive. Email me on
ed@nztester.co.nz and please advise in your email if
you specifically do not want your comments
published in the next issue otherwise we will assume
that you’re OK with this.

Sign Up to Receive NZTester
Finally, if you would like to receive your own copy of
NZTester completely free, even though we’re real
low tech right now. there’s still thwo easy ways: 1)
go to www.nztester.co.nz, or 3) simply click here - Ed.
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In the next issue of NZTester:
Interview with Bryce Day of Catch Software
Conference Reviews Cognizant Summits, STPCon, StarEast & ANZTB
Kiwi Test Teams
Great Bugs
….and a whole heap more
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